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Vision: To manage, develop and
conserve the eco-system of the
Bhadra landscape to support a
healthy viable meta population
of Tigers.
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Bhadra
“Where the tiger roams free and the bamboo sways to the winds, then it must be the Jagara
Valley” … goes an old jungle saying. Tucked away amidst the lofty peaks of the Western
Ghats, the Bhadra Tiger Reserve is one of India’s treasured tiger reserves. An enchanting
forested valley ringed all around by the lofty Bababudan Hills. The Jagara Valley is the
emerging stronghold for the tiger.
Named after the river Bhadra that meanders through
the lush forests, the Reserve boasts of a good tiger
population and was declared the 25th Tiger Reserve
of India in 1998. Spread over an area of 571.84 sq kms
in the Malnad districts of Chikmaglur and Shimoga in
Karnataka, Bhadra is a mosaic of different habitats
with Bamboo being very common. Dry deciduous
forests border the northern parts, enclosing a huge
reservoir, while taller moist deciduous trees frame
the south. In the east, the land is hirsute with Shola
evergreen trees. Many valuable tree species grow here,
which include Teak, Rosewood, Mathi, Honne, Nandi,
Tadasalu and Kindal.
The high hills all around and the moist forests
in the valley with small streams and rivulets
cutting across form a great habitat for the wildlife.
What makes Bhadra Tiger Reserve unique is the
recent success of having a successful voluntary
resettlement programme where over 4000 people of
11 villages voluntarily made way for the National
animal to thrive. The resultant bouncing back of the

tigers and the prey is a great learning for the world.
This successful voluntary resettlement programme is
an historic first in modern times and is a great example
across the world to restore the tiger’s habitat.
As with the Western Ghats forests, the forests of
Bhadra have a way of revealing themselves layer by
layer, if you watch patiently. It’s when you are admiring
such sights that a flash of willful and tantalizing jungle
magic can happen. A sharp warning call of a sambar
and a flying squirrel darting across the thick foliage,
showing you that there is so much to be uncovered.
The senses are on high alert – you realize that you are
being watched even as you strain to catch a glimpse of
the unusual.

High-altitude grassland-forests mosaic
support large-bodied prey like the sambar
and gaur, preferred prey by Tigers
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© Sudhir Shivaram

Two sub-adult tigers watch the gaur
as it crosses the road. Bhadra’s success
depends on success of cubs like these
to populate the landscape.
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Bhadra’s Timeline
with Conservation

2002-2004

1951
Declaration of Jagara
Valley Game Sanctuary
by the State of Mysore with
an area of 77.45 sq miles.

1960

Over 4000 people in
more than ten villages of the
Sanctuary voluntarily resettled
outside the Sanctuary.

1990
Ban on all green
felling in Karnataka.
1970

1980

1990

2000

1974

1992

Declaration of the Bhadra
Wildlife Sanctuary by the
Government of Karnataka
covering an area of 492.46 sq kms.

Creation of Bhadra Wildlife
Division with areas of
Chikmagalur, Koppa and
Bhadravathi forest divisions.

1998
Bhadra Sanctuary becomes
a part of the Project Tiger
area of Government of India.
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2011
Bhadra Tiger Conservation
Foundation is formed to
mobilise and manage
revenues accruing from
Eco-tourism in the Tiger
Reserve.

2010

2007
Bhadra Sanctuary becomes Bhadra
Tiger Reserve, the fourth Tiger
Reserve for Karnataka State.

2008
Buffer area of Bhadra Tiger
Reserve is notified.
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The forests are not just wooded areas
but treasures of natural cycles
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Where the tiger roams free and
the bamboo sways to the winds,
then it must be the Jagara Valley

THE LANDSCAPE
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The Bababudan range is unique in
geography and vegetation, home to
many endemic and unique species
of flora and fauna
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The Bababudangiri Range
of the Western Ghats

The sunrise
view-point, 45 minutes
from Kemmangundi

Z Point
Hebbe Falls
The falls gush
down 551 ft in
2 stages and
is 10 km from
Kemmangundi

Hebbegiri

Somavahini
River
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Summer retreat
of Sri Krishnaraja
Wodeyar IV

Kalhatti Falls
The water ﬂows over a
temple that was built during
the rule of the Chola Dynasty
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The last peak in the north
of the horseshoe

Kemmangundi
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Kesave
Resthouse
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Gaali Kere
Muthodi
Nature Camp

The Bababudangiri range surrounds
the south-eastern part of the
Bhadra Tiger Reserve

Seegekan
Resthouse

JAGARA VALLEY
The mountains that surround the
Jagara Valley were formerly known
as the Chandradrona mountain range

Guru Dattatreya
Bababudanswamy
Darga

Freshwater lake
at the top of
Bababudangiri

Kavikal Gandi
Markandeya Temple
The Markandeya Temple on
the banks of the Bhadra river.

Forest checkpost from
where the path climbs
to Bababudangiri

Mullayanagiri Peak
The highest peak between
the Himalayas and Nigiris.
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The Jagara Valley
Nestled amidst the mountains of the Western Ghats,
surrounded by horseshoe-shaped Bababudangiri Range,
the lush, green Jagara Valley is home to several species
of animals and plants. The sanctuary is stunningly grand
and wondrous in creation. A local legend says “if the bamboo
swings to the voice of the wind and the tiger wanders with
gaiety then it must be Jagara Valley”.
The mountains that surround this valley were earlier known
as the Chandradrona mountain range and have some of the
highest peaks south of the Himalayas. The Mullayanagiri
peak which lies outside the Reserve and at the south of the
horseshoe is the tallest peak in Karnataka and the highest
peak between the Himalayas and Nigiris. Kalathgiri, is the
highest point on the eastern boundary of the Tiger Reserve.
The valley got its name from the small village of Jagara that
was situated in the valley. In 1952, 200 sq km of forest was
declared the Jagara Valley Game Reserve.

The stunning views of forests of
Bhadra for miles across as seen
from the Seegekan forest rest house.
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The Million Cubic
Feet Forest
The paradigm shift in the management and
conservation of forests in the Bhadra Tiger Reserve
can be better understood by looking at the history of
management of these forests. Forests in the British
days and early days of Independence were looked
as a resource to be exploited and the assessment of
the forests for the net returns in monetary terms was
the order of the day. Thankfully, now the forests are
assessed for their intrinsic value of ecosystem services
and regarded as natural capital.
The advent of British put in place the setting up of
a formal Forest Department somewhere between
1850-1864 under the Mysore State. This set in motion
a series of events, which the conversion of the natural
miscellaneous old growth forests into valuable timber
forests, which were basically monocultures of teak.
This also led to a series of regulations so as to enable
that the more valuable timber species are kept away
from the local use. The forest department had two lists
of reserved trees. The first contained about 15 species
of trees declared to be the absolute property of the
state government and to fell which, wherever growing;
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< Clear indicators of past management,
teak plantations occupy significant
portion of the reserve

either the farmer or the trader had to obtain a license
on payment of a fee. The second list contained more
than 25 species of trees for the farmers' use and not for
the traders.
The first scientific management plan, Y. Sitaramaiah’s
working plans of Tegargudda State Forests, Muthodi
State Forests and the rest, was prescribed as early as
1889. This was more of an extraction plan. The period
1890-95 was the main period where the forests were
literally stripped bare mainly because of the sleeper
operations for the railways. The railway operations,
which made forays into the hinterland especially the
Birur-Shimoga-Talguppa section saw that the access
to forests for exploitation was ensured. The railway
itself was a major consumer as the tracks required
teak wood sleepers. Vast accessible tracts of teak
in the Lakkavalli forests were exploited and this
veritable storehouse of Teak earned the nickname of
‘Million cubic feet forests’ . Even after this plundering
of the forests for Teak another wave of subsequent
exploitation took place in the form of firewood supplies
to the Mysore Iron Works, Bhadravathi to keep the iron
furnaces boiling from 1898 to 1919.
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The Coffee Story
Many of us depend on a cup of piping hot coffee to shake
us out of the slumber. Coffee has become so much part of
our lives that we tend to assume that it has been around
for the longest time. The truth is far from it. In fact, the
coffee plant is not even native to India ! It is thought to
have been brought into the country from Yemen during
the 17th century by none other than Baba Budan to the
now famous Bababudangiri in Karnataka. So, coffee had its
humble beginnings in the hills of Chikmagalur eventually
spreading to Kodagu. Eventually, coffee cultivation has
established in other areas providing livelihood to a large
populace and bringing cheer to those who drink it.

< The endemic small sunbird
uses coffee plantations
extensively for foraging
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Coffee plantations, though eco-friendly
in terms of maintaining continuous tree
cover, affect wildlife with their fence
barriers and overuse of pesticide

Coffee plantations in the reserve fringes provide
very high wage employment in coffee-picking
season, attracting migrant labour bringing with
them the increased threat of hunting
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Traversing coffee plantations
during flowering time is a mix
of great scenery coupled with
heady fragrance
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The Sholas to Deciduous

Shola forests, apart from housing
great bio-diversity, play a crucial
role in sustained release of water
to Bhadra’s streams.

30

Bhadra Tiger Reserve is a motley jungle where sholas
and grasslands, dry and moist deciduous forests prevail.
This “Valley of Bamboos” welcomes the visitor with a path
flanked by bamboos on either side. The ungulates look for
their share of grass in the ‘hadlus’ , the swamp grasslands.
Red grass, Bowgrass, Tanglehead, Malabar grass are some of
the important species in the many hadlus that Bhadra houses.
31

Sholas
Sholas are forests which hug the valleys of the
Bababudan hills. The shola vegetation is evergreen
and play a major role in water regulation. During
the monsoon, they absorb the rainfall and gradually
release it throughout the year, providing a constant
flow of water. Cinnamomum zeylanicum (Cinnamon),
Mimusops elengi (Bullet-wood tree), are some of
the stunted species between 1200 to 1500m, while,
Artocarpus integrifolia (Jackfruit) , Ficus carica
(Common Fig), Ficus aspera (Mosaic Fig), are some of the
luxurious vegetation found at a height below 1200m.

South Indian Moist
Deciduous Forest
The high altitude windswept areas support poor tree growth
and repeated fires in the grasslands maintain the eco-system

© Amoghavarsha

In this type of forest, trees typically do not have leaves
during a certain part of the year. The heavy shedding
is a foreboding of the onset of a dry season, resulting
in the forest soil being covered with a thick layer of
fallen leaves. This type of forest also houses bamboos,

which find optimum growing conditions here. The
principal species include Bambusaarundinacea (Thorny
bamboo) and Dendrocalamus strictus (Medri bamboo).
Other important tree species would include Tectona
grandis (Teak), Dalbergia latifolia (Rosewood), Terminalia
tomentosa (Matti), Lagerstroemia lanceolata (Nandi),
Grewia tilaefolia (Tadasal)

Southern Dry Mixed
Deciduous Forest
These forests occur on the lower elevations and the leaf
shedding period is longer than the moist deciduous.
The banks of rivulets and perennial streams have a
broad and conspicuous evergreen vegetation clinging
to them. In addition to bamboo, some of the principal
species are Anegeissus latifolia (Dindal), Terminalia
tomentosa (Matti), Lagerstroemia lanceolata (Nandi),
Cassia fistula (Kakke)

The Jagara Giant
The locals call it “raja mara (the
king of trees)”; others call it the
Jagara Giant. This teak tree is said
to be around 300 years old, 30m
tall and 5.21m in girth. It takes 4
adults to hug the tree.

All along the river and stream system forests
are lush and support a variety of life forms.
© Amoghavarsha

This Giant had another giant
for company but that was burnt
during the forest fire of 2004. In
the 1970s, when the timber loggers
came to cut these trees, the locals
and forest guards prevented them.
The Forest Officer at that time
built a platform around the Jagara
Giant to prevent forest fires from
burning down this living legend
which probably saved it from the
big fire of 2004.

Deciduous forests in the eastern side are
known for excellent high value tree species
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Valley Of Bamboos
Bhadra Tiger Reserve is also home to lush tall bamboos,
giants of over 75-100 ft in height, swaying in the breeze.
The sound of the forest would be interspersed with the
creaking sound of these large bamboos. So high were they,
that even a gentle breeze would sway them.
There are 5 species of the bamboo found in Bhadra.
Bamboos flower once during their lifetime before dying.
The bamboos of Bhadra Tiger Reserve had flowered
between 1999 and 2002. In the earlier cases of flowering
and death, the dead bamboos were being extracted or
removed. However, in this instance, they experimented by
not extracting the dead bamboo. Observations showed that
this experiment led to efficient control of forest fires. The
parent clumps provided impenetrable protection, leading to
exceptionally good regeneration of bamboo.
The Mysore Paper Mills Limited (MPM), situated at
Bhadravati, Shimoga, was founded Sri Krishnaraja Wodeyar
Bahadur in 1937 and later became a Government entity.
MPM was started primarily because it had a ready source of
raw materials in the form of the abundant bamboos in the
valley. The continuous extraction of bamboo was leading
to its depletion. Improper methods to cut the bamboo and
clear the paths to the bamboo were serious threats to the
forest. After detailed investigation and intense opposition
by local people concerned about the disappearing bamboo,
the extraction was finally brought to a halt in the late 1990s.

< Huge clumps of Bambusa arundinacea
which escaped flowering reminds of the
great wealth of Bamboos in Bhadra
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Kemmangundi
Kemmangundi gets its name from the abundant red soil
(kemmannu). Located 1434m above sea level, this was a
summer retreat of Sri Krishnaraja Wodeyar IV, the Maharaja
of Mysore. Locals recall how a single trip between Shimoga
and Chikmagalur via Kemmangundi would leave their hair
colored red due to the dust from the soil! This was one of
the oldest hematite mines, where they mined for nearly 50
years, till 1980s.
Z point at Kemmangundi is the last point of Western
Ghats in that area. From Mullayanagiri, going east
towards north is a protrusion called Devigiri. Moving
west from north is another protrusion called Z point.
There are several ornamental gardens at Kemmangundi
which make a spectacular sight when they are in bloom.

< Elephants occur in smaller groups
of 10-15 numbers in most of the
forest areas in the reserve
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During the summer months, elephants,
deer, tiger and the occasional black
panther are seen on the banks of the
Bhadra River.

The Bhadra backwaters are the main
stage where the predators and prey
play out their role everyday
38
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Bhadra River
The beautiful Bhadra River originates at Gangamoola
(also known as Varaha Parvatha) near Kudremukh,
in the Western Ghats range. Gangamoola is also the
source of 2 other rivers, the Tunga River which also
flows east and the Netravathi River that flows West. The
Bhadra River is joined by its tributaries, the Somavahini,
Thadabehalla, and Odirayanahalla as it travels about
135 km to reach the Bhadra Dam at Lakkavalli. The
dam, built in 1967, forms the large Bhadra Reservoir.
This river provides water for drinking and irrigation to
nearby towns and villages as well as the major towns of
Shimoga and Davangere which rely on this river.
The Bhadra meanders along the mountainous terrain
of the Western Ghats before it meets the river Tunga at
Koodli, a small town near Shimoga. The combined river,

Tungabhadra, flows east towards the Tungabhadra
Dam and then joins the River Krishna. Lush greenery
embraces both banks of the river.
The Bhadra Tiger Reserve derives its name from this
magnificent river. The entire western side of Bhadra
Tiger Reserve is surrounded by Bhadra river and
reservoir. 81 fish species are recorded as endemic to the
Bhadra River. The river also plays host to several species
of aquatic birds, both endemic and migratory as well as
fresh water jelly-fish. It is also a large source of water to
the animals within the Bhadra Tiger Reserve especially
during the summer months when the water holes
within the forest dry up. During the summer months,
elephants, deer, tiger and the occasional black panther
are seen on the banks of the river.

Quiet flows the Somavahini
Somavahini is one of the major tributaries
of the river Bhadra and originates in
Maskali, outside the reserve, amidst large
coffee plantations. Soma is another of the
many names of Lord Shiva. Soma also refers
to the god of the forest, and in Janapada or
folklore, Soma is the assistant of the gods.
Vahini indicates flow, true to the winding
path that Somavahini takes, resembling a
massive yet graceful vine.
The word Soma has a wide variety of
meanings ranging from a species of plant,
water, Yama (god of death), amrutha (nectar),
an intoxicating drink consumed by the Gods
(Somarasa), to being a bodyguard of the village
Goddess. Choma is the name of one of the
eight sets of Shiva. In the local fairs, the dance
of Choma (Chomana kunita) is performed
with utmost passion. Most of the villages
covered under the rehabilitation programme
were along the banks of this tributary. The
Somavahini is the lifeline of the forest, flowing
quiet before it meets the mighty Bhadra river.

< Blooms of Erythrina suberosa add
color to the river Bhadra.
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As soon as a man stopped
wandering and stood still and
looked around him, he found
a god in that place.
— Eudora Welty

Divine Retreat
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Where Gods Meet
When the mountains become bare at the highest
peaks and the winds howl away, the fog throws up
the landscape like a slow slideshow and the cold
which make you shudder within these extremities
of mother nature on the high peaks of Bababudan
Hills lies a tranquil resort when not one but many
Gods meet.

The religious complex
amidst the high hills
44
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This is the Bababudangiri or Bababudan peak from where
one gets a ringside view of the famed Jagara Valley as one
climbs it from Kavikal Gandi. India is known as the land
of million Gods but in a land crisscrossed by many faiths,
can the Gods trod a different path? Bababudangiri and its
associate hills are all steeped in mythology and folklore,
this lends an mystic aura to the whole landscape.

Folklore states that Guru Dattatreya performed penance
within a cave on Chandra Drona Mountain Range.
Dattatreya is an incarnation of the divine trinity, Brahma,
Vishnu and Shiva. Some of the anecdotes say that he
went into the cave to go to Kashi. He had many disciples,
four of whom stayed back at the cave waiting for him. It is
said that he asked them to look after the place.

There are many references to the Bababudangiri range
and its surrounding areas in mythology. Popularly known
as South India’s cradle of coffee, it is a mountain rich with
dense vegetation, black soil, medicinal herbs and shrubs.

The same enclosure within the cave houses a seat of
meditation and a pair of padukas (footwear). There are 4
tombs within the cave, which are said to be of the four
disciples.

Hazrath Dada Hayath Kalandar, a Sufi, came from Mecca
with four disciples. His real name is believed to be Abdul
Aziz Macci. In those days, there was no water on the
Chandra Drona mountain range. He prayed and brought
water to what is known as the Manikyadhara waterfalls,
a perennial source of water. People from different faiths
arrive here for a bath in these waters, which is believed to
ward off evil spirits and to cure different ailments. Dada
Hayath and his disciples then went on to meditate in a
cave on the Chandra Drona mountain range.

To the left of the entrance to the cave is a platform on
which a lady sat and made rotis (bread). Legend has it that
Mama Jigni, the adopted daughter of Dada Kalandar used
to sit here. She would prepare rotis out of mud and hand
them to the devotees through the hole on top of the cave.
The roti would transform to contain whatever ingredient
the devotee desired, be it wheat or ragi or anything else.
Locals believe that Guru Dattatreya and Hazrath Dada
Hayath Kalandar are one and the same. This could be a
syncretism of multiple faiths.

The Markandeya temple at Kandya

Story of a Stone
The local people believe that Sri Krishnaraja
Wodeyar of Mysore, during his stay in his
summer palace, had a dream in which Guru
Dattatreya tells him about a place of worship
nearby, and that he cannot stay in a place
above it. Krishnaraja Wodeyar asked his soldiers
to search the mountain and found the cave and
place of worship. The Mysore Kings have had a
curse that they will never have children.
So, he took a vow to break the stone outside
the cave with coconuts on the birth of a son
in his family. In due course of time, his brother
had a son. Krishnaraja Wodeyar kept his vow
and brought cart loads of coconuts and began
to break them on the stone. However, the stone
would not break. On realising his mistake, he
prayed for pardon and requested a solution.
Following in the instructions of Hazrath Peer,
he broke the coconut and the stone developed
a crack. The king gave away the mountain as a
donation, giving it the name “Inam Dattatreya
Peetha Bababudangiri”.

Religious sites abound in the Bababudan hills
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Gaali Kere
Legend has it that in the Mahabharata, the
Pandavas were here in this area. Their mother
Kunti had to walk a long distance to fetch water.
Unable to see her plight, her son Bheema hit the
ground hard with his mighty mace.
The impact caused the ground to crack and
water to emerge out and form a freshwater lake.
That lake was called the “Gadaa Teertha” (water
from mace). Over the years, its name changed to
“GaaLi Kere” (windy lake) because of the heavy
winds in that area.
“Gaali Kere” is also known as “Palang Talaab”
which is linked to Mama Jigni. She was a
beautiful Iranian princess, who was captured
and brought here by one of the local kings.
Dada Hayath Kalandar saved her from the king
and adopted her. Legends say that when they
kidnapped Mama Jigni, they carried her cot as
well, and placed it inside or near the lake. That,
and also the shape of the lake which almost
looks like it has four corners like a cot (palang),
gives it the name Palang Talaab.
Every year, the Malnad folk wait for Revati, the
pre-monsoon showers. Revati symbolizes one
who gives life and nurtures. She is expected to
arrive by March 31 and be around for the next 8
– 10 days. This rain is called the “hoovu maLe” or
flower rain. Coffee flowers bloom upon Revati’s
arrival and she is the one who brings a smile
on the face of coffee growers. But if she fails to
arrive, and if the monsoons also fail, they go to
Gali Kere along with the womenfolk, to perform
Ganga Pooja. They fetch the water from there
and offer prayers at home in anticipation of
the rain.
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< Gaali kere where you
can hear the wind sing.
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Divine Intervention
In India many activities in our daily lives
are governed by divinity. Even in a Tiger
Reserve there are many instances where
divine intervention is sought. When the
summer arrives in Bhadra the general
atmosphere is one of tension, the summer
is also the season of forest fire. Various
fire protection units with innumerable fire
watchers are deployed across the length and
breadth of the Tiger Reserve. As days go by
the continuous vigil against the forest fire
renders the staff very edgy.
On an auspicious day in March, a joint pooja is
held at the Hebbegiri shrine on the Hebbegiri
mountain by the staff of Muthodi Range and
Hebbe Range led by the Range Forest Officers
and also accompanied by the surrounding
coffee estate owners. The pooja is held every
year without fail, this is mainly because of
the belief that the pooja if done with utmost
devotion will immediately result in rain. Over
the years this pooja has invariably resulted
in rain within hours of conducting the pooja.
On a few occasions it has failed has been
largely attributed to the lack of precision of
conducting the rituals and gaps in devotion.
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< Priests carry water from
Hebbegiri spring to the shrine
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Kalhatti
Legends say that Daksha Brahma, Goddess Parvati’s father,
conducted a grand sacrifice (yaga) here. And it was here
that Lord Veerabhadreshwara defeated and decapitated
Daksha. His rage abated with the cool waters of these falls,
which had originated here as Kali Jaladhare, and he settled
down here. These waters carry the goodness of the plants
and herbs.
The locals wash idols of their deities here, with the waters
that abated the Lord’s rage, believing that the idols will get
a new sheen and improved powers.
The Bhadra Tiger Reserve is not just juxtaposed with the
meeting points of faiths but also clearly triangulated by the
Gods themselves. Diametrically opposite to the Bababudan
hills is the Markandeya Temple at Khandya which is located
on the banks of the Bhadra river.

< The Kalhatti waterfalls
and shrine
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The continued existence of wildlife
and wilderness is important to the
quality of life of humans.
— Jim Fowler

FLORA AND FAUNA
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Wild turmeric Curcuma sp occurs
in the undergrowth in the monsoon.

In spring time the trees of
Bhadra adorn themselves with
interesting inflorescences.

Interesting infloroscence of
the Amorphophallus sp , a
ground hugging species.
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Bhadra is home to very
large tuskers thanks to
the difficult terrain and
strict protection

Muntjac, or barking deer abound
in Bhadra forests, often considered
to be indicators of healthy forests

As backwaters recede
spotted deer congregrate
on the Bhadra backwaters
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Leopards are co-predators in
forests where tigers exist and
prefer to stay up in trees
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Where The Tiger Roams Free
The tiger has now become the synonym for enduring
fascination. Stripes, stealth, strength are just a few
words to describe the world’s largest cat. This iconic
predator is at the apex of the forest eco-system in
Bhadra. Although it continues to remain as one of
the most endangered large predators in the world,
fortunately, in India, tigers seem to be recovering well
in reserves where good protection and management
interventions are in place.
In 1998, Bhadra was declared as India’s 25th tiger
reserve. With the epithet of the Tiger Reserve, Bhadra
rose among the conservation circles for being the
first tiger reserve in the country in recent times where
humans made way for the Tiger (see – Setting the pace
for rehabilitation). With the right habitat for the main
prey of the tiger like sambar, gaur, wild boar, spotted

deer, barking deer and langur, Bhadra is on its way
to become a tiger stronghold. The recent estimate of
individual tigers indicates the density to be a moderate
3.9 / 100 sq km. With prey density increasing year on
year, post the relocation of villages from the tiger
reserve, the population of tigers will be at substantial
levels soon.
The Tiger Reserve is not just a habitat for the tigers
but also proving to be a crucial source population to
occupy the vast swathes of forests of the northern
Western Ghats which have a very thin density of tigers
in spite of vast tracts which can support tigers. Bhadra
Tiger Reserve, with its ideal location of being free from
human habitation, is a crucial 'Source site' which can
provide the right numbers to populate larger forest
tracts with tigers.

The Lakkavalli Man-eater
Kenneth Anderson, a Scottish hunter based out of Bangalore,
has also featured the tigers of Bhadra in a story. Kenneth
Anderson loved nature and wildlife and wrote several stories
about his experiences in the jungles of South India. In one
such story, he recalls the narration of his old friend Dick Bird,
postmaster at Santaveri, who tells him about the large tiger
around Kemmangundi. The tiger, initially a cattle-lifter,
terrorized the graziers around the area. An intial attempt to
rid the people from the cattle killer menace was not successful.
Kenneth Anderson returns home, not paying much attention
to this cattle-lifter, only to meet Venkatasubbarao, Asst Chief
Engineer working on the Lakkavalli Dam Project, who informs
him about the cattle-lifter having turned into a man-eater.
He also gets a telegram about the matter from Dick Bird. He
pursues his quest to bring an end to the man-eater. Finally
the tiger is killed after searching at various places including
an old Muneeshwara temple and finally to a rock ledge cave
which the tiger uses as a den.
Kenneth Anderson, through this exploit, goes on to describe the
beauty of the forest, the behavior of the tiger in its habitat as
well as how he was able to track it, in this unputdownable story
of the Lakkavalli man-eater. The jungles of this story are now in
the Tanigebyle range of the Bhadra Tiger Reserve.

< The tiger is staging a remarkable comeback
thanks to good conservation on the ground.
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A Tiger's Tale
Story of BDT-108
Long term camera trap based studies carried by
WCS-India in Karnataka since 1990 have provided
new insights into many of the life-history traits
of tigers that were hitherto largely unknown. The
life history of a Bhadra tigress BDT-108 amply
demonstrates this!

© Ullas Karanth/WCS

The last photo-capture of
BDT-108 in April 2010.
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Samba Kumar - Joint Director - Science &
Conservation, Wildlife Conservation Society India Program/Centre for Wildlife Studies shares
amazing insights into the secretive lives of a tiger.

This example demonstrates how rigorous
and systematic camera trap surveys in
protected area provide valuable information
to management in tracking the fate of
individual tigers over the years and mitigate
conflict besides providing insights into the
life of wild tigers.

The tiger is one of the most charismatic icons for
biodiversity conservation today. Tigers live a very
secretive life, their way of life are an enigma to most
of us. How long they live, what do they eat, what is the
area they occupy, how far they travel and why do they
get into conflict are the questions which science is
trying to unravel.

© Ullas Karanth/WCS

Photo 1
Two-month old cub BDT-108 (in front,
extreme right) photo-captured along
with her sibling BDT-109 (extreme left)
and mother BDT-104 (behind the cubs).

© Ullas Karanth/WCS

Photo 2
A fully grown adult BDT-108
photo-captured in 2009.

Thanks to the camera trapping technique pioneered by
Dr. K. Ullas Karanth, this non-invasive method provides
new opportunities to dwell into the secret world of
tigers. Long term camera trap based studies carried by
WCS-India in Karnataka since 1990 have provided new
insights into many of the life-history traits of tigers that
were hitherto largely unknown. The life history of a
Bhadra tigress BDT-108 amply demonstrates this!
BDT-108 was first “photo-captured” in Bhadra in April
1997, when she was just about 2-3 months old, toddling
along with her sibling (BDT-109) under the watchful
eyes of her mother (BDT 104) on Kesave Game Road
(Photo-1). By 2005, she had fully taken over her mother’s
territory and regularly appeared in camera traps in
Muttodi range until 2010 (Photo-2).
In March 2010, she was observed with another young
tiger near Tadabehalla by Mr. Vijay Mohan Raj, the
then Deputy Conservator of Forests of Bhadra TR. His
photographs showed tattered ears of BDT-108 with her
right eye blind (Photo-3), conceivably scars endured
from a territorial fight. Her last photo-capture was in
April 2010 on old NR Pura Road (previous spread).
In early August 2010, there were reports of cattle kill

near villages of Karanji and Meluluvatti, near the
south-eastern boundary of Bhadra TR. There were also
unconfirmed reports of a few villagers sighting a tiger
with a blind eye. On the morning of August 18, 2010, a
few villagers of Venkatapura (a village on the fringes
of the north-eastern boundary of Bhadra TR) were in
for a rude shock, when they sighted a tiger in their
agricultural fields. The straying tiger was tranquilised
by the Forest Department.
Later, the forest department confirmed the tiger had
a right blind eye. They planned to release the tiger
back in Bhadra as it appeared to be in good physical
condition. This was widely reported in the media.
WCS-India scientists grabbed the image of the tiger
from TV and compared it with the individual tigers
maintained in their database through pattern
recognition software specially designed for rapid
identifications of tigers. They identified this tiger as
BDT-108 and immediately communicated to the Chief
Wildlife Warden its 13-year life history. This tigress after
having displaced from her territory has covered a radial
distance of nearly 25 km from the south-eastern end
to the north-eastern boundary of the Park. Since this
tiger was old and displaced from her territory, she had
apparently moved along fringe villages sustaining her
life through livestock killed during this period.
With the tiger past her prime she would end up in
conflict even if released back to the wild. Based on
the recommendations of WCS- India scientists, the
authorities decided not to release her back in wild
and instead housed her in Shimoga zoo.

AUGUST 2010

Photo 3
BDT-108 with her right ear torn and
blind right eye in March 2010.

APRIL 2010
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© CWS/WCS-India

Map showing the photo-capture
locations of BDT-108 and the
location of tranquilization in
August 2010.
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© Ullas Karanth / WCS

Tigerathon
BDT- 130's long walk

BDT-130 was first "photo-captured" as a 4-month old cub in
April 2006 on Sukalahatti-Lakkavalli Road in Bhadra TR.

© Ullas Karanth / WCS

Recent studies on tiger biology are providing
interesting insights into the secret world of tigers.
In a tiger society, dispersing females are “known” to
establish their home ranges close to their mother’s
home range, while dispersing males are “believed”
to cover long distances to settle down in vacant
territories. However, information on how far they travel
and through which habitat matrix is poorly known.
There have been very few recorded instances of longrange successful movements of tigers. For the first time,
a long-range dispersal movement was documented
through camera-trapping conducted by WCS-India.

biological and conservation potential. They recorded
long range movement of a dispersing male. This male
(with a WCS-India tiger ID BDT-130) was first “photocaptured” as a 4-month old male cub in April 2006 in
Bhadra Tiger Reserve. This cub was seen along with
its sibling and mother in Lakkavalli range of Bhadra
Tiger Reserve. In May 2008, after nearly 24 months,
this male was photo-captured in Dandeli-Anshi Tiger
Reserve. The subsequent recaptures of this tiger in April
2009 and March 2010 in Dandeli-Anshi are testimony
to the successful establishment of territory by this
dispersing male.

WCS-India has been monitoring a few of the key
source tiger populations through camera trapping in
Malenad-Mysore Tiger Landscape (MMTL) in Karnataka
for nearly two decades now (Nagarahole since 1990,
Bhadra since 1997 and Bandipur since 1999). Currently,
WCS-India holds probably the largest photo-database
of wild tigers anywhere in the world consisting of
nearly 2000 profiles of about 700 distinct individuals.
This large database serves many useful purposes,
including that of tracking long-range dispersal
movements of tigers. Under this long term project,
WCS-India extended camera trap survey in 2008 to
Dandeli-Anshi Tiger Reserve, a tiger habitat with high

This tiger (BDT-130) surprised everyone by its
‘Tigerathon’ covering a radial distance of 197 km from
Bhadra all the way to Dandeli. This event is suggestive
of the remarkable ability of tigers to disperse over
long distances away from their natal ranges, provided
there is a “tiger permeable” landscape matrix that
could support its movement to relatively distant tiger
habitats. Recorded for the first time, the non-invasive
camera trapping shows a wild tiger BDT-130 dispersing
through a dense human dominated landscape to
survive in another part of the landscape, which could
be unearthed only by diligent, long term scientific
monitoring efforts across large landscapes.

GOA

May 2008

DANDELI-ANSHI
TIGER RESERVE

KARNATAKA

197 KM
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April 2006

BHADRA TIGER
RESERVE

© CWS/WCS-India

BDT-130 camera trapped in April 2009 on Kadra-KodasalliBalemane Road in Dandeli-Anshi TR.

Tiger BDT-130’s travel of
a radial distance of 197 km
from Bhadra to Dandeli
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Gaur Recovery
The pride of Bhadra Tiger Reserve is the Indian
Gaur. It is the largest bovine in the world with
males weighing up to 1.2 tonnes. They appear
majestic, with their massive body structure and
the distinct ‘white socks’. These cud-chewing, eventoed ungulates prefer a habitat, which offers them
fodder, and water in plenty.
During the 1980s, gaurs at BTR had numbered more
than 3000. In those days, if one asked a visitor to the
forest, “What have you come to see?” the prompt
response would be “to see the Kaati (gaur, in local
lingo)”. You could see large groups of gaurs in the
hadlus (swamp grasslands) or the dense moist
deciduous depending on the seasons.
However, in 1989, the dreadful and disastrous
rinderpest, an epidemic, affected the gaurs in
Bhadra, reducing their number to a mere handful
in 1993. Rinderpest is a viral disease that affects
cattle. One such outbreak that affected the gaurs
in Mudumalai and Bandipur in mid 1960s had not
affected the gaurs in Bhadra. With domestic cattle
from 16 villages grazing within the Sanctuary, the
virus spread to different parts of the forest. Initially
one or two deaths were seen and reported. But soon

villagers started reporting more carcasses. One of the
villagers recalls how they started noticing it - they
would see a gaur stand shivering, and within a couple
of days, they would see it lying dead at the same spot.
With information trickling in from within the forest,
the extent of the damage was known. Large herds of
gaurs were wiped out within weeks. There was a fear
of local extinction of the species from the Sanctuary.
Large numbers of vultures were seen in Bhadra
during this time, feeding on these carcasses.
With the vaccination of the domestic cattle and
one of India’s most successful resettlement projects
moving villages and livestock out of the park, the
gaur population has now gradually recovered over
time. Increase in the population of gaurs, a primary
prey for the tiger, has also led to the recovery in the
tiger population. Although the gaur population is
recovering, it is vital we ensure that the domestic
cattle do not graze in the forest. All cattle in the
fringes of the forest need to be vaccinated and kept
out of foraging areas of the gaur and other ungulates.
The Forest Department conducts vaccination camps.
However, some farmers are apprehensive about the
department and refuse to vaccinate, increasing the
risk of disease to the gaurs.

The remarkable comeback in wild populations of Gaur is amazing
as herds now encountered show all age group individuals.
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< Gaur also known as Indian
Bison are among the largest
wild bovines in the world.
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A Birding Paradise
Bhadra Tiger Reserve has a large diversity in bird life. With over
270 species of birds recorded and with over 50 of them being
winter migrants, the area is a paradise for bird watchers. Several
species endemic to the Western Ghats are found within this
reserve. Some of birds that fall under the globally threatened
category like the Lesser Adjutant stork, Indian White-backed
Vulture, Red-headed Vulture, Grey- headed Fish Eagle, Indian
Rufous Babbler, Malabar Pied Hornbill, Nilgiri Blue Robin, Nilgiri
Wood Pigeon and the Nilgiri Pipit are found here.
With the Bhadra reservoir being part of the landscape, large
number of aquatic birds are found here as well. Darters,
Cormorants, Black-headed Ibis, Spot-billed Ducks, Woolly-necked
Storks, Ospreys, White-bellied Sea Eagles are a sight to behold.
Large colonies of River Terns, Small Pratincoles and Little Ringed
Plovers can be seen during the summer months.
There are over 25 different species of raptors and 8 species of
owls, indicating a very healthy avian environment within Bhadra
Tiger Reserve.
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The handsome male of the Malabar
Trogon is considered to be the Prince
of the Western Ghat birds
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Pompadour Green Pigeon congregate in flocks
of hundreds near salt licks in summers

Black-headed Ibis flocks congregate in
the backwaters to fish in the shallows
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This endemic White-bellied Woodpecker is
the largest of South Indian woodpeckers
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Birdman’s quest in the
Jagara Valley
S. Subramanya – an eminent birder retraces the trail
of legendary Salim Ali when he studied the birds of
the area during his epic ‘Birds of Mysore’ survey.
The Bhadra Tiger Reserve area has been on the
Ornithological map of India from as early as 1940.
The area figured prominently in the “Birds of Mysore”
survey of the doyen of Indian Ornithology, Dr. Salim
Ali. Dr. Salim Ali undertook the survey during the
winters of 1939 and 1940. The bird survey that spanned
across eight districts was undertaken by Salim Ali
due to the generosity of the Mysore Durbar and the
financial assistance from the American Museum of
Natural History, which was keen on obtaining fresh
ornithological material from India.
During his bird survey, among the 28 localities chosen,
two most important hill ranges of the State figured
in his bird collection forays: the Biligirirangan Hills
and the Bababudan Hills. Being the highest range in
the then princely State of Mysore, the Bababudans
with its peaks and ravines in the upper reaches clad
in shola grasslands and the dense wet-evergreen
forest covered slopes of the horse-shoe shaped range
of mountains and the cauldron of a valley enclosed
within, popularly called the “Jagara Valley” which opens
out to the northwest, was of considerable interest,
ornithologically. Salim Ali spent six days from January

© Belinda Wright
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< India’s greatest ornithologist Salim Ali
studied birds in the Jagara Valley

19-24 in 1940 roaming the Bababudans collecting
birds: mainly from the Jagara Valley (600 -750m) and
Kemmangundi (1200-1400) areas, both of which fall
within the present day Bhadra Tiger Reserve.
In all, Salim Ali recorded 71 species of birds from the
area. This included a collection of 64 bird specimens
of about 36 bird species. Notable among these are the
two females and a male of Rufous-bellied Shortwing
(Brachypteryx major major) (which presently has been
moved into the genus Myiomela and split into a full
species, as the Nilgiri Blue Robin Myiomela major)
collected at Kemmangundi on January 22 & 24, 1940,
which considerably extended the species distributional
range further northwards from the Nilgiris, and
the discovery of the second only known locality (at
Kemmangundi) for the Grasshopper Warbler (Locustella
naevia straminea) from Karnataka, the other being a
specimen collected along the river fringe forests of
Doddasampige at Biligirirangana Hills.
Presently, the Bhadra Tiger Reserve has been
designated as an Important Bird Area in the country
by the Bombay Natural History Society.

The Blue-winged or Malabar Parakeet is partial
to flowers during spring and has a raucous call.
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The Shortwing of the
Sky-islands
Robin Vijayan – a young ecologist traversed the Tiger
Reserve for a little known bird White-bellied Shortwing
and to solve its genetic jig-saw puzzle.
The Bababudan Hills that surround the Bhadra Tiger
Reserve support, apart from the highest peak in
Karnataka – Mullaiyannagiri rising up to 1800 metres,
a very interesting habitat – the sholas nestled amidst
the grasslands. These sholas are like islands in the
sky. These sky-islands support an interesting array of
endemic flora and fauna of the Western Ghats.
Studies of one threatened bird, the White-bellied
Shortwing (Brachypterix major), indicate that the
size of its population in its northernmost population,
Bababudan Hills, is very low. In India, the shortwings
are reported from the North-East India and Western
Ghats in South India. Studies have clearly indicated

that the two populations, which are geographically
separated, are indeed clearly two separate species.
Within the two bio-geographic areas there are subspecies level differences within the Western Ghats.

The shortwings in Bababudan Hills have also been
found to be genetically distinct from all southern
populations, making it a valuable population to
conserve. Birds have breeding songs that, much like
human language, differ across isolated populations.
The possibly declining population requires urgent
conservation of remaining sky-islands shola habitat in
order to increase its survival probability.

© Sudhir Shivaram
This speciality bird called at Bright-Headed Cisticola
occurs only in the grasslands of the Sholas
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< Robin Vijayan gets set to release a
Yellow-Browed Bulbul after tagging
it with a ring
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Locals have named the largest
of the Bhadra river islets as “Hakki
Gudda” or the River Tern Island

As waters recede in the
backwaters, isolated islands
play host to thousands of
breeding River Terns
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River Tern Rookery
A boat ride on the waters of the Bhadra Reservoir in
summer would welcome you with the loud cackles of
thousands of River Terns. These gregarious water birds
breed in the dry season when the water levels are low.
The birds don a ‘black cap’ during the breeding season,
otherwise sporting a greyish white head with black
markings in winter. The waters of the Bhadra Reservoir
recede and expose four islets, roughly about 500m from
the dam gates. Come February, one can see the first signs
of these yellow-billed birds. They form large colonies to
breed, and stay till the monsoon rains force them to leave,
around June. They fly away with their young ones just
before the increasing water levels submerge the islets.
The colour of the eggs and the chicks is very similar to that
of the rocks and land offering them excellent camouflage.
There are saucer-shaped depressions which are ideal for
nesting. The birds gather twigs and sticks and use these
depressions to make their nests. While the water recedes
in summer, it facilitates growth of grass. The deep waters
of the reservoir offer food in plenty and also protection
from predators and anthropogenic disturbances. The
temperature and humidity are also conducive for breeding
and nesting. Summer-time in Bhadra has the islets and
skies filled with the flight and calls of River Terns and
Small Pratincoles. The locals fondly call one of the islands,
the largest, as the River Tern Island or “Hakki Gudda” and
another one as the Pratincole Island.

< The Bhadra reservoir is a
plentiful provider for the
nesting terns
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Contrary to what is believed, some
opportunistic birds also become
predators

Thousands of River Terns visit the
backwaters of Bhadra to nest and
breed before returning with their
young ones.
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With master camouflage the
Malabar Pit Viper snake is an
ambush predator
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Herpetofauna
The hepetofaunal group has cold blooded animals.
The main habitat preference for such a group is a
consistent climatic condition throughout the year.
The Jagara Valley typifies this habitat. This valley with
its moderate temperature round the year and a high
penetration of streams and rivers, combined with
dense undergrowth vegetation, add up to a perfect
habitat to this group.
A home fit for a King - the Bhadra Tiger Reserve has the
perfect habitat for amphibians and reptiles. Besides the
King Cobra, it has a wide array of venomous snakes that
are found in the country - Indian Cobra, Common Krait,
Russel’s Viper, Saw-scaled Viper. 3 species of pit vipers viz.
Malabar Pit Viper, Hump-nosed Pit Viper and the Bamboo
Pit Viper are also found within the confines of the Park.
There are about 24 species of snakes recorded within
the Reserve apart from 30 species of frogs and toads.
The mighty Marsh Crocodile can be seen basking on
the banks of the Bhadra reservoir. A drive through the
forests can also yield some sightings of the Monitor
Lizard. The park also hosts a variety of smaller lizards.

< Tree hollows have a useful role in
the eco-system harboring species
like monitor lizards.
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Frogs are key indicator species of a
habitat, like the recently discovered
Dattatreya Night Frog
© Gururaj.K.V

Tiger beetles are considered as a good
indicator of a healthy ecology

Several vibrantly coloured
insects can be found across
the Tiger Reserve.
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Messengers of Monsoon
Gururaja K.V, a Batrachologist who is passionate about
frogs of Western Ghats writes about the frogs of Bhadra.
The monsoon in the forests of Bhadra is an experience in
itself. With the onset of monsoon, this entire picturesque
silent landscape gets a theatrical sound effect thanks to
the messengers of the monsoon. Be it day or night, morning
or evening, they give us the sense of the monsoon. Just
as the rocks give the brook its song, the monsoon song is
rendered by a special group of fauna, the frogs.
A shloka from the Rig Veda says:
_
_
“ghoma yureko ajama yurekah. pr.s´nireko harita eka
_
_
_
_ _
_ _
es.am|samanam
. nama bibhrato viru pah. purutra vacam
.
pipis´urvadantah. ”, which translates to “One is Cow-bellow
and Goat-bleat the other, one Frog is Green and one of
them is Spotty. They bear one common name, and yet
they vary, and, talking, modulate the voice diversely” (Frog
Hymn, Rig Veda, 7, 103; ~ 1500 BC).
The shloka is more pertinent with respect to Bhadra Tiger
Reserve. There are at least 30 different frog and toad
species with varied colour, call, habitat and behavior. Some
are found in the streams, others on the shrubs or trees and
a few inside burrows. Some are active during the day, while
most are active during the night. Apart from the common
species like Common toad, Skittering frog, Bull frog,
Bicolored frog, Tree frog, Burrowing frog, there is a unique
night frog called Dattatreya Night frog.
Dinesh, Radhakrishnan and Bhatta discovered Dattatreya
night frog, Nyctibatrachus dattatreyaensis, from the
streams of Manikyadhara in 2008. It is medium sized (up to
40mm), brown coloured aquatic frog found calling along
the edges of the stream during the monsoon. This frog
belongs to one of the oldest frog families of the Western
Ghats (60-70 million years ago). It indicates geological
formation, vegetation and stream quality within Bhadra
Tiger Reserve which can provide a congenial condition for
speciation.

< Bhadra’s colorful amphibians like
the Rhocophorus lateralis, put on
a great show during the monsoon.
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Jellyfish
Bhadra reservoir is one of the only
3 places in the country where the
freshwater jellyfish has been reported!
This translucent creature is roughly
2 cm when fully grown. Very little is
known about this jellyfish. They are
known to occur in calm water situations
like ponds, lakes, reservoirs and the
like. They avoid fast flowing waters.
During the colder months of the year
they can be seen in their thousands in
the backwaters of the Bhadra reservoir.
Drift into the reservoir in a boat and
you are almost certain of seeing one of
these beautiful, dainty creatures if the
conditions are right.

< Fresh water jelly fish are
indicators of good quality
aquatic systems
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What we are doing to the forests of
the world is but a mirror reflection
of what we are doing to ourselves
and to one another.
— Mahatma Gandhi

CONSERVATION
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Tiger population estimation
exercise is a great opportunity
for volunteers from civil society
to help the park management
Remote anti-poaching camps
with basic infrastructure form
the backbone of protection in
a Tiger Reserve

Intensive maintenance of
forest roads is essential
just to ensure accessibility
round the year

Travel time in Tiger Reserves have
no meaning due to unforeseen
obstacles like these hurdles
caused by elephants and storms.
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The Frontlines
The Karnataka Forest Department is the main
custodian of the Bhadra Tiger Reserve with the
staff of Bhadra Tiger Reserve managing it.
The staff of Bhadra Tiger Reserve perform various
functions in their day-to-day activities. The regulatory
functions of protection especially from poaching,
encroachment, illicit removal of forest produce form
the core role of the staff.
However, in addition to the regulatory functions,
the staff also perform a societal outreach programme.
This is done with the objective of building good will
among the people around the Tiger Reserve. This is
because the people on the fringes of the Tiger Reserve
actually bear the brunt of man-animal conflict. The

social responsibilities of providing people to reduce the
pressure on the park resources like non-conventional
energy, assisting local micro-credit organizations and
facilitating income generation among rural poor.
Habitat improvement
One of the key challenges of the management of a
Tiger Reserve is to ensure the habitat is on a continuous
sustenance mode of the apex species of conservation,
in this case the tiger. Lots of the interventions are
done by the Tiger Reserve management to ensure
that the tiger and the prey species benefit from this
habitat management interventions like maintaining
of firelines, sustaining water harvesting structures,
maintenance of patrolling roads, salt licks, view lines
for tourism etc.

Forests are resilient often challenging
infrastructure, obstacles are a part of the job
< Technology forms an integral part
of daily life of frontline staff
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THREATS
The main responsibility of Bhadra Tiger
Reserve is the protection of its forest
and wildlife from threats like poaching,
encroachment, illicit removal of forest
produce.

Inaccessibility and
Difficult terrain

Forest Fire

Poaching

Timber
Smuggling
Illicit grazing
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Creeping
encroachment

Invasives
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Setting the Pace for Rehabilitation
All efforts were concentrated towards making
the Bhadra Rehabilitation programme a success.
India’s Ministry of Environment and Forests
adopted a Rs. 10 lakh package for rehabilitation,
based on its learning from this project.

Abandoned cultivation in
Hippala result of a successful
village relocation programme, a
testimony to a job well done
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The story dates back to 1960s, when the construction
of Bhadra dam was complete and it was commissioned.
The villagers inside the forest were marooned. The dam
drowned the bridge that connected the villages to
N R Pura. The villagers now had to travel all the way to
Chikmagalur for their needs.
Wildlife biologists and environmentalists had
conducted surveys, highlighting the biodiversity and
the impacts to wildlife because of development and
anthropogenic disturbances. In the early 1990s, the
Forest and Revenue Departments conducted a survey
of the number of people. There was also a proposal sent
to the Central Government, suggesting that the people
within the wildlife sanctuary be rehabilitated. However,
there was no follow up.
In 1967, 920 acres were leased to grow sugarcane at
Malali Chennena Halli (M C Halli), the area being part of
West Hadikere State Forest. The lease expired in 1992.
This land was identified and reserved for the Bhadra
Rehabilitation in 1992. The then District Forest Officer,
DC and SP along with local environmentalists worked

together to create a conducive environment for the
rehabilitation to succeed. Funds for the rehabilitation
were sanctioned and the process began. Eighteen
months were allocated to complete the shifting.
However, it was all completed in less than a year.
The people were given the land rights in October 2001
during the wildlife week. All amenities like hospitals,
schools, roads, potable water, electricity, land and
appropriate compensation which was promised were
provided. Most people were happy as their life had
improved. The landless that were inside the forest
were also allocated agricultural land as part of the
rehabilitation. The process was fair and employed a
lottery system to allocate land and housing. Since then,
there has been a tremendous recovery in the wildlife
within the reserve.
All efforts were concentrated towards making this
a success and a model for other such rehabilitation
programmes. India’s Ministry of Environment and
Forests adopted a Rs. 10 lakh package for rehabilitation,
based on its learning from this project.

Local amenities like school and health clinics are now
within reach of the rehabilitated people at M.C. Halli

Relocation Case studies
Moinuddin’s story
Moinuddin was a resident of the Hipla village within the
forest. He remembers how the buzz of relocation and
rehabilitation began in the 1970s. Whenever someone began
planning something, be it construction of a house, or getting
a field ready for a new crop, either someone from one of the
government departments or the grapevine would say that
relocation is just around the corner and it’s a futile effort to
start something new. When nothing happened for a long time,
people lost hope.
Though the forest was their home, they did have their share
of problems - lack of electricity, conflict with elephants, lack
of roads to get to town for education or to buy supplies, and
so on. For trivial issues, there were conflicts with the residents
and the department and ultimately, it was the forest and the
wildlife which suffered. Things slowly began to change when a
pro-active team from the government and environmentalists,
ensured that the residents got access to facilities that made
their lives easier, even getting pipes done for drinking water.

Moinuddin at his residence in the
rehabilitation colony in MC Halli
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The people began to trust them. Moinuddin’s family was
one of the first few to move out. He recalls the wise words
of the proponents of the rehabilitation “Don’t listen to what
money says, let money listen to what you say”. Whatever
compensation was promised reached every individual directly;

no bribes were paid, no running around was involved. The
doors were always open to the villagers, day and night, to
share their concerns and to get them addressed. With all the
facilities at their doorstep, the move out of the forest has
been a good one. He and his family are happy. His daughter
is now studying in a college nearby. But he also adds with
regret that some people overspent the compensation
amount; some of them availed loans from a bank that
they couldn’t repay; these people continue to suffer and
some have sold their land and moved out of MC Halli.There
is a hope that all the roads that weren’t finished will be
completed eventually. But overall, the project has been
successful and is definitely a model for others.

Ramesh’s Story
Ramesh, a daily wage worker was living within the forest near
Muthodi. A father of 5 daughters, he willingly relocated out
of the forest. He was compensated with a house, land and a
fair amount for his house that was within the forest. He was
able to get his daughters married and is planning to retire
and work on his land. His eyes are filled with joy when he
speaks highly about the people who worked hard towards this
rehabilitation.
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Ramesh, a happy soul enjoying the
benefits of the rehabilitation package

Perennial plantation and cash
crops on the new farmland of the
rehabilitated people have helped
them join the mainstream
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Free from fear of wild animal attacks,
homes of the rehabilitated villagers
are a now active round the clock
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Geo-spatial mapping of patrolling efforts are now the
new tools combined with old world systems of logging
in ground miles and even watercourses as in this case.

M-STrIPES

Phase 4 Monitoring

(Monitoring System for Tigers Intensive
Patrolling & Ecological Status)
In 2010, the Government of India launched a
project to aid efficient patrolling and protection.
This software based monitoring system, known as
M-STrIPES (Monitoring System for Tigers - Intensive
Protection and Ecological Status) is to be implemented
in seven major tiger reserves of the country. Bhadra
Tiger Reserve is one amongst the seven chosen tiger
reserves in the country.

As per the recommendations, the methodology for
estimating tiger populations will be done in 4 Phases:
Geographic Positioning System (GPS) and Personal
Digital Assistants (PDAs) are given to the forest guards.
They record data while patrolling which is then uplinked to a central server. Officials who manage the
reserve can access this data and analyze it. This data is
also available periodically to authorities at state and
national levels.

Phase I

Spatial Mapping and Monitoring of Tiger’s Prey and Habitat

Phase II		

Spatial and Attribute data

Phase III

Estimating the Population of Tigers and its Prey

Phase IV

Intensive Monitoring of Tiger and its Prey Populations

At Bhadra Tiger Reserve, the Phase IV of the monitoring is being implemented currently.
This follows NTCA recommended guidelines as given below:

The aim of the project is to :

Part A 		

Maintaining daily patrolling log in patrolling camp /chowki registers

Part B 		

Carrying out the 8 day protocol of Phase-I twice a year

•
•

Part C 		

Recording data from ‘pressure impression pads’ (PIP)

Part D 		

Obtaining the minimum number of tigers in the tiger reserve

Part E 		

Obtaining the tiger numbers for the reserve using camera traps

		

in a mark recapture framework

Part F 		

Using scats for DNA analysis to obtain the minimum

		

tiger numbers in reserves where camera trapping is not possible

•
•
•
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A home grown album of camera trap images by staff of Forest
Department justifies the bio- diversity of Bhadra Tiger Reserve

Assist in effective patrolling & protection
Evaluate status & trends of carnivores & ungulates at
regular intervals
Monitor habitat change
Evaluate Human Pressures
Generate reports to provide quantitative information
for management effectiveness assessment and decision making
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Forest Rest Houses
Any traveler in the forest can never get weary, at
least not in spirit. It can only be the physical needs
of anybody that will demand the traveler to rest.
And the quaint forest rest houses welcome the traveler.
Bhadra tiger reserve has its historic forest rest houses
which are no small legends. The most visited and
notable forest rest houses are Kesave, Seegekan
and Sukalahatti.

A century old structure of the
Kesave forest rest house

Seegekan forest rest house – a
guest house which probably
has the best view in the state
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Seegekan
Seegekangiri, standing tall at a height of 903m, is one
of the highest peaks in the reserve. The forest rest
house was built in the early 1980s by the visionary
officer P.Srinivas who laid down his life fighting
forest brigand Veerapan. The forest rest house is the
epicenter of all fire fighting activities during summer.
The elevated location helps the staff to locate forest
fires quickly. A stay here is something one can cherish
forever with bird calls giving you company throughout.
Former Union Minister of Environment and Forests, Sri
Jairam Ramesh, also stayed here during his visit of the
area. Seegekan has 3 rooms and a balcony that has a
breathtaking view of the entire Jagara Valley.

Sukalahatti
The oldest forest rest house within the reserve, the
Sukalahatti guest house was built in 1905 by the
British. It is part of the Lakkavalli range. Sukalahatti
serves as an anti-poaching camp now, home to many
a brave forest guard. During the rains, either side of
the path to the rest house is lined with a bed of lush
green Wild Turmeric. It is a great spot to see Malabar
Giant Squirrels on the tall Hebbevu (Melia azaderach)
trees surrounding the rest house.
Kesave
The Kesave Forest Rest House is situated deep
inside the Jagara Valley. It was built in 1910 by
the British at the cost of Rs 3450. It is completely
surrounded by thick green forest. Once an active
host for many a visitor, Kesave now plays the
role of an anti-poaching camp. Many visitors to
Kesave and other rest houses, during the years
2005 till date, have recollected the devastating fire
of 2004 and have also noted the welcome change
of regeneration, especially noting the growth of
new bamboo.

Sukalahatti forest rest house,
a treasure trove of tales of
wild from the past.
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Look deep into nature, and
then you will understand
everything better.
— Albert Einstein

ECO-TOURISM
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Over the years, the Bhadra Tiger
Reserve has provided ideal learning
opportunities for young enthusiasts
interested in forest and wildlife.
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A Malabar Tree Nymph butterfly is
among the many species of butterflies
occurring in the Tiger Reserve
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Eco-tourism
Tourists have a significant role to play in wildlife
conservation. Over the years, Bhadra Tiger Reserve
has provided the ideal learning opportunity for
young enthusiasts interested in the forest and
wildlife. Several educational nature camps at the
Muthodi range seeded the young minds with the
beauty of nature and the love of the wild.
The Forest Department also allows tourists to be
taken on safaris in the Lakkavalli and Muthodi ranges
of the reserve. Safaris are also conducted through
Jungle Lodges and Resorts, which is a government
undertaking. With a small area allocated for tourist
activity within the reserve and only a small number
of vehicles entering it, the pressures on the reserve are
minimal. This allows the serious eco-tourist to enjoy
the beauty of the reserve and also preserve it.
The chance of sighting the elusive tiger or leopard,
coming face to face with the mighty elephant or gaur
or listening to the sounds of music by the several
colorful birds will humble and mesmerize the tourist,
who will only want to experience more of this richness
of nature.
The Muthodi Nature Camp is a popular destination for
school kids and nature lovers. It is situated within the
Muthodi Range of the reserve. The Camp has 2 large

dormitories which can accommodate 16 people. The
Salim Ali Interpretation Center provides information
on the history of the reserve. There is a proposal to
move the camp to the buffer area in a phased manner
over the next few years.
Stay at Bhadra Tiger Reserve :
Accommodation can be reserved at the Lakkavalli
forest rest house or at Muthodi Nature Camp. Lakkavalli
forest rest house can accommodate 6 people and the
Muthodi Nature Camp has 2 dormitories for 16 people,
1 teachers quarters, 1 cottage and 2 tents.
Eco-tourists can also make reservations at River Tern
Lodge, run by the Jungle Lodges and Resorts to stay and
enter the Bhadra Tiger Reserve (See River Tern Lodge).
There are alternate accommodations available at
Chikmagalur which can be found online.
Safaris at Bhadra Tiger Reserve :
Safaris into the Tiger Reserve are allowed twice a day.
Early morning or late evenings are the best time to view
wildlife. At present, one jeep is available for safari via
the forest department at both Muthodi and Lakkavalli
ranges with a proposal to add one more to each range
in 2013. Jungle Lodges have 4 jeeps available for safari
and bookings can be done for these directly with
Jungle Lodges and Resorts (See River Tern Lodge).

Contact details

Safari timings

Address :
		
		

Conservator of Forests & Director,
Bhadra Tiger Reserve,
Chikmagalur-577101

Morning :
Evening :

6:30 - 8:30am
4:30 - 6:30pm

Tele : 		
Fax :		
email id :

08262-234904
08262-230032
dcfbhadra@yahoo.com

Cost: 		
		

Rs 200 entry fee
Rs 1000 per jeep

< The Muthodi Nature Camp,
the hard to beat location for
a nature lover.
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Tiger Foundation
The National Tiger Conservation Authority (NTCA),
the national level overseeing authority on Tiger
Reserves has made it legally possible to allow Tiger
Reserves to locally have a Foundation to ensure that
the revenues generated from tourism are ploughed
back to manage critical issues in the Tiger Reserves.
The tiger, which is the national animal of India,
has become the Iconic species, which has molded
public imagination on the conservation of forests
and wildlife. This public imaginattion is not just
restricted to mere philosophical connect but also
shaping into an actionable point in the lives of
many people. The civil society has also taken onto
the mantle of being avid conservationists. With
the Corporate sector being vibrant and now being
mandated by law to take up Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiatives, the tiger conservation
is also emerging as a fulcrum of the CSR initiatives.
This has led to a more direct support to fund tiger
conservation.
With this backdrop the Tiger Reserves now have
created a Tiger Foundation to manage not just
revenues from tourism but also funding from
interested organisations and individuals. Bhadra
Tiger Reserve has also formed a Bhadra Tiger
Reserve Foundation, which can receive donations
in cash and kind to help manage the Tiger Reserves
from the donations.

Donations in cash or kind can
be made to:
Bhadra Tiger Foundation
State Bank of Mysore
Account no 64026115122
IFSC code
74012089339
Chikmagalur
Karnataka
India
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< The tiger, has molded public imagination
on the conservation of forests and
wildlife. Revenues from tourism are
being used to manage the reserve.
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River Tern Lodge
Flanked by the mighty Bhadra River, the River Tern Lodge
is a perfect blend of nature and wildlife. The lodge gets
its name from the thousands of River Terns Sterna aurantia
that congregate a few meters away from the lodge to breed.
One can observe the different behaviors of these birds and
other aquatic birds around the lodge. The lodge is lush
green with endemic plants and trees and is a treasure trove
for the nature lover.
River Tern Lodge has accommodation of 15 cottages and 10
log huts, adding up to 50 cozy and comfortable beds. Each
room overlooks the Bhadra reservoir with a spectacular
view of the sunset.
Apart from daily jeep safaris into the Bhadra Tiger Reserve,
the lodge also offers boat safaris into the Bhadra reservoir
to have a closer look at the birds and the chance sighting of
the elusive tiger/panther or the mighty elephant roaming
on the banks of the reservoir. A host of aquatic sports
provides additional adventure to the eco-tourist along with
nature walks, bird watching and mountain biking.

Contact details
Head Office		
Resident Manager

080 40554055
+91 94495 99780

Website:			
www.junglelodges.com

< The River Tern Lodge, surrounded by the
backwaters of the Bhadra reservoir, is a
place where the story of Terns unfold
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Dos and Don’ts
Here’s how we encourage visitors to enjoy
wildlife the right and responsible way.

General guidelines
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While on safari

•

Respect nature and the natural heritage
around you

•

Please dress in colors that blend with the forest.
Khaki, brown or olive green will be just right.

•

Respect cultural and religious sites

•

Avoid using perfumes

•

Do not litter

•

Observe and obey safety rules

•

Avoid the use of plastic

•

Do not carry mobile phones while on safari

•

Park vehicles only in designated parking
areas

•

Do not litter within the Tiger Reserve

•

Do not carry eatables into the reserve; if at all,
carry back your wrapping material and left-overs

•

Do not smoke inside the Tiger Reserve

•

Do not pick up flowers, fruits, seeds, leaves,
feathers or anything else as souvenirs

•

Do not stop vehicles and block the road on
the winding and narrow ghat roads

•

Do not disturb the tranquility of the area others have come to enjoy the peace.

•

Take photographs / videos of your trip unless
instructed not to at certain heritage sites

•

Do not use a flash while taking pictures
of wildlife

•

Do not feed or tease the wildlife that you
come across
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